
 
THE FISHTRON RX MULTI Remote Listening Receiver  

Instructions for operation and use (last updated on 1 Nov 2017) 
 

 
Thank you for purchasing the FISHTRON RX MULTI remote listening receiver.  

We hope you’ll be satisfied. 

 

The 4-channel receiver receives the signal from 
your FISHTRON Q9-RGB TX, FISHTRON NEON 
TX3 and FISHTRON CatFish TX3 bite alarms. It 
indicates fishing line unwinding by both sound 
and LEDs. It transmits information about a bite as 
well as the bite alarm’s LED colour setting. Now 
you don’t have to change the position on the 
receiver when learning a new detector or 
changing the colour, but the receiver displays the 

colour of the given position that’s saved in the bite 
alarm.  
In addition, the receiver is also designed for alarm 
signalling from up to three wireless external 
alarms. The alarm sensor easily protects your car, 
motorcycle or fishing spot. In addition, the 
FISHTRON RX MULTI receiver is equipped with 
an integrated LED lamp. You can control the 
volume of sound signalling and activate or 
deactivate vibrations for the receiver. 

  

Description of the FISHTRON RX MULTI 

Turning the receiver on 
The receiver is turned on and off with the switch located at the top. All of the LEDs light up for a while, a 
sound signal is heard (double beep) and a vibrating transducer switches on briefly after turning on. 
If the battery is very low and no longer able to power the receiver, the receiver is completely out of service 
or the BAT LED indicating this status may flash quickly when turned on.  
 
Receiver volume control 
You can control the volume of sound signalling by pressing the PLUS and MINUS buttons in five steps 
from mute to the loudest sound. 
 
Lamp function 
The LED lamp is switched on by briefly pressing the button with the bulb symbol. Press again briefly to 
switch off the LED. If you forget to switch the lamp off, it will switch off automatically after 3 minutes. 
 
The FISHTRON RX MULTI receiver are now able to control external FISHTRON WRL1 and FISHTRON 
WRL2 wireless lamps. 



The wireless lamp is turned on/off with a longer press of the button with a bulb symbol for about 2 seconds. 
The receiver must learn the lamp in the same way as bite alarms or alarm sensors do (see the lamp 
instructions).  
 
Receiver alarm function 
The LED lights up, accompanied by a melody, if there’s an alarm in the relevant AL1, AL2 or AL3 position. 
Then, an alarm memory is started and the LED is lit for a short time, which then flashes at approximately 
2 second intervals and the receiver beeps briefly every 45 seconds. Disable the alarm memory with a brief 
press (<1 second) the bulb button. 
 
Low battery – battery replacement 

The BAT LED indicates a decrease in the battery voltage. Slow flashing of the BAT LED indicates that a 

battery’s life is nearing its end approx. 1 day in advance. The LED BAT flashing quickly means the range 

and activity of the receiver may already be limited. If the receiver doesn’t confirm its activity or the BAT 

LED flashes quickly after turning on, it’s necessary to replace the battery. 

For the receiver, the battery is replaced by pulling out the battery cover in the back. Use only quality AAA 

alkaline batteries. 

Pairing the bite alarm and receiver kit (saving in memory) 
(The basic pairing of the kit should be done by the manufacturer. Therefore, this paragraph applies to you 
only if your bite alarm doesn’t communicate with the receiver or you have purchased the bite alarm in 
addition to it or the bite alarm has been replaced by a service centre. Proceed in the same way if you want 
to save external alarm sensors on LEDAL1-AL3 positions.) 
 
Turn on the receiver. When turned on, press the buttons with the PLUS and MINUS symbols 
simultaneously. A short sound signal is heard after a while and the red LED 1 is lit.  Use the PLUS and 
MINUS buttons to get to a position where you want to save a new FISHTRON Q9-RGB TX bite alarm of 
an external alarm sensor. 
Turning on the bite alarm will cause a short transmission (the bite alarm LED lights up, a sound signal is 
heard). The receiver picks up the signal and stores it in memory. This is signalled by the selected LED 
flashing on the receiver. The learning mode is automatically terminated after learning the bite alarm. If a 
given position on the receiver is already taken or the same detector is stored in another position, an error 
(deep tone) is reported. 
 
Clearing the memory 
If you need to erase a bite alarm from the memory, enter the learning mode again by pressing the PLUS 
and MINUS buttons on the receiver simultaneously. A short sound signal is heard and the first – red – LED 
is lit. Use the PLUS and MINUS buttons to select the position you want to delete. Now delete the transmitter 
with a long press of the MINUS button. After a while, a deep sound signal is heard – the memory location 
has been cleared. 
Exit the learning mode by pressing the PLUS and MINUS buttons simultaneously, the LED goes off. The 
receiver is in normal operation mode. 
Verify the entire kit operation after pairing. 
Should you have any problem, feel free to contact our technical support (Mon-Fri 8 -16). 
 
Recommendation: 
Even though the FISHTRON Q9-RGB TX bite alarm is designed with a long battery life, we strongly 
recommend removing the batteries when the season ends and using new ones for the following 
season. The same applies to other FLAJZAR fishing products. 

 
The FISHTRON RX MULTI specifications 

• Supply voltage: 1.5V (1 AAA battery) 

• Dimensions (H x W x D): 90 x 49 x 32 mm 
 
 
 
 
 



How to Reach the Kit’s Maximum Range  

The kit’s range of the kit, the alarm – receiver, is up to several hundred metres in free space and up to 500 
m on flat surfaces. Any terrain inequality, shore, slope, buildings, cars or other obstacles limit the range. If 
the current conditions and fishing conditions allow it, the alarm should be located at least 0.5 m above-
ground (if you have an extreme range requirement). Have the receiver with you and keep it in the top 
pocket or use a neck strap (threaded under the stainless steel rod at the top of the receiver) if you want to 
reach the maximum range. Don’t place the receiver or transmitter on metal objects. Both the transmitter 
and the receiver should have their antennas upward. Despite the kit’s large reach, we encourage you to 
observe the Fishing Regulations and don’t leave your fishing area at a distance greater than permitted by 
the Fishing Regulations. Always verify the range at the location after installing the bite alarms. 

 
 

Declaration of Conformity 

The device complies with EU directives and has a Declaration of Conformity. 

 

Post-Warranty Service 

The post-warranty service is performed exclusively by the Czech manufacturer – FLAJZAR, s.r.o. We will 
apply our maximum effort to help you solve every problem in the shortest possible time. 
 
Quick email contact in case of problems: obchod@flajzar.cz. 

 

Recycling 

Information for user’s disposal of electrical and electronic equipment. The symbol 
on the product, its packaging or in the accompanying documentation means that 
the used electrical or electronic products must not be disposed of together with 
municipal waste. In order to dispose of the product properly, take it to the 
designated collection points where it will be accepted free of charge. 

 

Batteries 

Don’t disassemble, short-circuit or throw the batteries into a fire. Don’t recharge the batteries. 

 

Manufacturer/Service/Technical Support 

FLAJZAR, s.r.o. 
Svatoplukova 1199  
698 01 Veselí nad Moravou 
phone: + 420 776 586 866 
email: obchod@flajzar.cz 
www.flajzar.cz 
 
 
 



 


